ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

MONTEBELLO TRANSITION (MOL.WHINZ4): From over MOL VOR/DME on MOL R-233 to FLASK, then on MOL R-233 and ODF R-045 to AVERY, then on ODF R-045 to ODF VORTAC. Thence. . . .

SNOWBIRD TRANSITION (SOT.WHINZ4): From over SOT VORTAC on SOT R-194 and ODF R-010 to ODF VORTAC. Thence. . . .

SPARTANBURG TRANSITION (SPA.WHINZ4): From over SPA VORTAC on SPA R-256 and ODF R-073 to ODF VORTAC. Thence. . . .

. . . . from over ODF VORTAC on ODF R-217 to RUBIE and ODF R-217 to WHINZ, then on ATL R-052 to cross VICTU at or above 4000. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course after VICTU.